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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished in the green yesterday, amid gains in energy and optimism over global 

economic recovery. easyJet climbed 8.9%, after the company announced that it is expanding 

its flight schedule amid better than expected summer bookings. BT Group jumped 8.2%, 

following a rating upgrade on the stock to ‘Buy’ from ‘Hold’. Direct Line Insurance Group 

advanced 5.3%, after raising its dividend and declaring a special “catchup” payout to make 

up for cancelling its 2019 disbursement. On the flipside, Babcock International Group 

declined 9.4%, after the aerospace and defence company posted a slump in first quarter 

profit and scrapped its final dividend. Diageo dropped 5.6%, after reporting bigger than 

expected decline in its annual sales. IWG shed 1.3%, after the company swung to an interim 

loss. The FTSE 100 advanced 0.1%, to close at 6,036.0, while the FTSE 250 rose 0.9%, to 

end at 17,307.7.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed higher yesterday, led by gains in energy and real estate sector stocks. 

Mosaic surged 13.5%, after the company’s quarterly revenue topped market estimates. 

Boeing advanced 1.7%, after the Federal Aviation Administration released its guidelines for a 

return to service by the company’s grounded 737 Max jet. Regeneron Pharmaceuticals rose 

0.5%, as the drugmaker announced that its Covid-19 antibody drug prevented and treated 

the disease in animals. On the contrary, Edgewell Personal Care dropped 2.6%, as the 

company’s third quarter revenue came in below analysts’ expectations. Alphabet shed 0.6%, 

after the company borrowed $10.0 billion in the investment grade corporate debt market. 

Twitter slid 0.1%, after announcing that it may have to pay a fine of up to $250.0 million for 

violating a 2011 consent order. The S&P 500 gained 0.4%, to settle at 3,306.5. The DJIA 

rose 0.6%, to settle at 26,828.5, while the NASDAQ added 0.4%, to close at 10,941.2.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished mostly lower yesterday, amid rising worries about the economic 

impact of the coronavirus pandemic. Healthcare sector stocks, Novartis, Eurofins Scientific 

and Sanofi dropped 0.4%, 2.2% and 2.3%, respectively. Bayer dropped 2.7%, as the 

multinational pharma and life sciences company swung to a net loss in the second quarter. 

HUGO BOSS eased 0.9%, after reporting a decline in its second quarter sales. On the 

flipside, Intesa Sanpaolo jumped 5.0%, following a takeover of smaller rival, UBI. Infineon 

Technologies advanced 1.9%, after the company confirmed its revenue guidance for the 

year. Commerzbank added 1.9%, following the appointment of Hans-Joerg Vetter as the new 

Chairman of its supervisory board. The FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 0.1%, to settle at 

1,412.4. The German DAX Xetra fell 0.4%, to settle at 12,600.9, while the French CAC-40 

added 0.3%, to close at 4,889.5.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading mostly higher this morning. In Japan, Subaru and Showa Denko 

have dropped 2.9% and 3.2%, respectively. Meanwhile, Mtsui Mining & Smelting and 

Mitsubishi Materials have advanced 3.2% and 3.4%, respectively. In Hong Kong, CK Asset 

Holdings and Hengan International Group have advanced 1.8% and 2.1%, respectively. 

Meanwhile, CLP Holdings and Bank of Communications have fallen 0.6% and 0.7%, 

respectively. In South Korea, Chong Kun Dang Pharmaceutical and Reyon Pharmaceutical 

have jumped 12.8% and 13.8%, respectively. Meanwhile, Cosmax BTI and Wooridul 

Huebrain have declined 4.7% and 4.9%, respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 0.6% 

lower at 22,431.1. The Hang Seng index is trading 0.4% up at 25,035.7, while the Kospi 

index is trading 1.0% higher at 2,303.9.   
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

 Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Legal & General Group Plc Interim GBP 0.29                          9,349.00                                  

 Bank Pekao SA GDS (Reg S)  Interim PLN 4.06                          7,620.56                                  

 Morgan Sindall Group Plc Interim GBP 0.76                          2,695.33                                  

 RHI Magnesita N.V. (DI)  Interim EUR 3.52                          2,397.33                                  

 Pagegroup Plc Interim GBP 0.06                          1,276.56                                  

 William Hill Plc  Interim GBP (0.03)                        1,218.17                                  

 Hastings Group Holdings Plc Interim GBP 0.16                          766.00                                     

 Hill & Smith Holdings Plc  Interim GBP 0.60                          656.17                                     

 Ninety One Plc Interim GBP 0.14                          558.75                                     

 Segro Plc  Interim GBP 0.24                          426.67                                     

 Metro Bank Plc Interim GBP (0.63)                        353.00                                     

 LSL Property Services Plc  Interim GBP 0.20                          168.69                                     

 Inspecs Group Plc Interim USD 0.04                          46.00                                        

 IP Group Plc  Interim GBP 0.04                          36.35                                        

 AEW UK REIT Plc Final GBP 0.08                          16.20                                        

 City of London Group Plc  Final GBP (0.03)                        7.20                                          

 Highcroft Investments Plc Interim GBP - -

 GRC International Group Plc  Final GBP - -

 Kavango Resources Plc Interim USD - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 0.09% or $0.04 higher at $44.47 per barrel, ahead of the 

Energy Information Administration’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to release later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 0.63% 

or $0.28, to settle at $44.43 per barrel, after the American Petroleum Institute reported that the US crude stockpiles declined by 8.6 

million barrels last week. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 1.52% or $30.40 higher at $2031.60 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

1.79% or $35.20, to settle at $2001.20 per ounce, amid weakness in the US dollar.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 0.06% lower against the USD 

at $11207.80. Yesterday, BTC declined 1.49% against the USD 

to close at $11214.45. In a key development, Dash has joined 

forces with Mexican cryptocurrency exchange, Taurus.io to 

release the first crypto Visa debit card in Latin America. 

According to sources, Sberbank, a state-owned company and 

the largest bank in Russia is planning to issue its own stablecoin 

that could be pegged one-to-one to the Russian ruble.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.10% higher against the USD at $1.1815, ahead of the services PMI data for July across the 

Eurozone, due later today. Additionally, investors await the US trade balance data for June, services PMI and the ADP employment 

change, both for July, slated to release later today. Yesterday, the EUR strengthened 0.35% versus the USD, to close at $1.1803. In 

economic news, the US factory orders climbed more than market forecast in June, while the nation’s durable goods orders rose in 

July. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.11% higher against the USD at $1.3085, ahead of the UK services PMI data for July, 

scheduled to release later today. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.03% versus the USD, to close at $1.3071.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

Euro-zone PPI declined less than expected in June 

In the Euro-zone, the producer price index (PPI) declined 3.70% on a YoY basis in June, compared to a drop of 5.00% in the previous 

month. Markets were expecting the PPI to record a fall of 3.90%. 

US factory orders rose more than expected in June 

In the US, factory orders climbed 6.20% on a MoM basis in June, compared to a revised rise of 7.70% in the prior month. Markets were 

expecting factory orders to record a rise of 5.00%. 

US durable goods orders climbed in June 

In the US, the final durable goods orders recorded a rise of 7.60% on a MoM basis in June, compared to a revised jump of 15.10% in the 

prior month. 

Japanese services PMI rose in July 

In Japan, the final services PMI climbed to a level of 45.40 in July, compared to a reading of 45.00 in the prior month. Markets were 

expecting the services PMI to record an advance to a level of 45.20. 

Australian performance of construction index climbed in July 

In Australia, the performance of construction index advanced to a reading of 42.70 in July, compared to a level of 35.50 in the prior month.  

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Fixed Line Telecommunications 1300.53 88.77 7.3% -7.0% -40.6%

Oil & Gas Producers 4502.46 201.91 4.7% -7.3% -48.9%

Aerospace & Defence 3332.54 101.23 3.1% -0.5% -33.0%

Industrial Transportation 1817.57 54.33 3.1% -0.2% -22.1%

Nonlife Insurance 2824.80 57.54 2.1% 5.4% -12.4%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Beverages 21387.70 -1123.92 -5.0% -0.4% -21.7%

Electronic & Electrical Equipment 8652.02 -217.82 -2.5% -1.2% 12.2%

Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology 18076.13 -321.18 -1.7% -2.2% 6.8%

Software & Computer Services 2040.42 -32.86 -1.6% 6.9% -6.3%

Support Services 8757.50 -113.86 -1.3% -2.0% 0.6%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Pizza Express sheds 1,100 jobs as it is 

put up for sale: A “for sale” sign has been 

put up over Pizza Express after it agreed a 

restructuring with bondholders that will 

result in the closure of about 70 restaurants 

and the loss of up to 1,100 jobs. 

Direct Line resumes dividend and 

restores missed payment: Direct Line has 

become the latest big company to restart 

dividend payments, setting out plans for 

£300 million in special and interim payouts. 

Easyjet wants air passenger duty 

scrapped: Easyjet has urged the 

government to scrap air passenger duty “to 

support the recovery of U.K. aviation”. The 

airline’s plea came as it said that it had 

suffered a pre-tax loss of £325 million in the 

last quarter, down sharply from a profit of 

£174 million at the same time last year, 

after it was forced to ground its aircraft on 

March 30 because of travel restrictions and 

plummeting demand. 

Shutdowns hit the big picture at Disney: 

The Walt Disney Company reported a rare 

quarterly loss last night as worldwide Covid-

19 restrictions and shutdowns hit the 

entertainment group’s theme parks, cruise 

ships, television networks and studio 

businesses. 

Virgin Atlantic seeks protection from 

creditors: Virgin Atlantic is seeking 

protection from creditors in the United 

States. The airline’s filing under Chapter 15 

of the Bankruptcy Code, which allows a 

foreign debtor to shield assets in the 

country, was made in a bankruptcy court in 

New York yesterday. 

Debts hold back AA as private equity 

rivals close in on takeover: The AA 

admitted that it was being held back by its 

£2.6 billion of debts as it confirmed three 

bid approaches from private equity firms. 

Pandemic applies brakes to Boeing Max 

test flights: Travel restrictions are 

hampering efforts to get test flights 

arranged for Boeing’s revamped 737 Max 

aircraft, European regulators have warned.  

Lockdown’s captive market for Sony: A 

boom in online video games has helped 

Sony to limit the pain from the slump in the 

global economy. Sales for Sony’s gaming 

and network division rose by 32% and net 

income by 68% in the three months to the 

end of June as consumers turned to video 

games to distract them from the monotony 

of being in lockdown. 

Ashley moves upmarket in Leicester: 

Frasers Group has agreed to open its first 

regional store since the Covid-19 outbreak 

at a retail park in Leicester. 

Fitness test ordered by EU for Google-

Fitbit deal: The European Commission has 

started a full investigation into Google’s 

planned $2.1 billion purchase of Fitbit. 

Twitter facing large fine for privacy 

breach: A fine of $250 million is looming 

over Twitter for abusing American data 

privacy rules, raising further questions over 

its safeguards after hackers infiltrated the 

accounts of a high-profile users last month. 

Amazon given green light for stake in 

Deliveroo: The competition watchdog has 

cleared the way for Amazon to take a stake 

in Deliveroo, the food delivery company, 

after finding that it would not deal a 

significant blow to competition in the sector. 

The Independent 

Airlines are restoring half the ‘normal’ 

number of seats as easing of 

restrictions continues: The calendar says 

August, but the figures from airlines insist it 

is the deepest winter on record. When IAG 

(parent company of British Airways, Aer 

Lingus and Iberia of Spain) reported its 

predictably dire half-year results, the 

outgoing Chief Executive, Willie Walsh, 

warned that it will take at least until 2023 

before “normality” returns – whatever that 

may be by then. 

Dixons Carphone to slash 800 jobs in 

management overhaul: Dixons Carphone 

is to cut 800 management jobs as part of a 

plan to streamline the company. The 

electronics chain, which owns Currys PC 

World, becomes the latest high street name 

to shed staff in a brutal year for U.K. 

retailers 

Financial Times 

North Korea increases illegal coal 

exports, satellite imagery suggests: 

North Korea has increased its illegal 

smuggling of coal, suggests new satellite 

imagery, as Kim Jong Un faces the 

country’s worst economic downturn on 

record. 

To Read More Click Here 

Rio Tinto missed chances to prevent 

demolition of sacred rock caves: Rio 

Tinto missed numerous opportunities to 

prevent the destruction of two 46,000-year-

old Aboriginal rock shelters but has urged 

policymakers not to respond in a way that 

could deter investment in Australia’s 

booming iron ore industry. 

  To Read More Click Here 

BP halves dividend as Covid-19 turmoil 

pushes oil major to loss: BP cut its 

dividend for the first time in a decade as the 

coronavirus crisis prompted Chief Executive 

Bernard Looney to accelerate an overhaul 

of one of the world’s largest oil and gas 

companies. 

To Read More Click Here 

Assets at GAM’s core fund business 

drop 27%: Assets under management at 

GAM’s core funds business fell by more 

than a quarter in the first half, heaping fresh 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): AVOID Barclays; AVOID NatWest; AVOID Lloyds. 

• Daily Mail: The competition watchdog has given Amazon the green light to buy a minority stake in Deliveroo. 

• The Times: The AA admitted that it was being held back by its £2.6 billion of debts as it confirmed three bid approaches from private 

equity firms. 

• The Times: The European Commission has started a full investigation into Google’s planned $2.1 billion purchase of Fitbit. 

• The Times (Comment): Businesses need time to repay loans — or we face an economic second wave. 

Click here to open an account 
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pressure on the Swiss investment group 

after panicked investors withdrew money 

during the coronavirus pandemic. 

To Read More Click Here 

Intesa Sanpaolo beats expectations as 

insurance revenue grows: Net profit at 

Intesa Sanpaolo, Italy’s largest retail lender, 

beat expectations during the second 

quarter supported by lower loan-loss 

provisions for the fallout from the 

coronavirus pandemic. 

To Read More Click Here 

SocGen culls top ranks after €1.26 

billion loss: Société Générale has culled 

its top ranks, announcing the departure of 

two deputy Chief Executives, after the 

French bank slumped to its worst quarter 

for more than a decade. 

To Read More Click Here 

KKR raises a record $16 billion in 

second quarter: KKR reported quarterly 

returns of 11% in its private equity funds 

and added a record $16 billion to its stock 

of unspent cash in the three months ending 

June 30, becoming the latest Wall Street 

group to reveal standout results as markets 

surged back from March lows. 

To Read More Click Here 

Covid-19 vaccine trials worry U.S. 

minority communities: The U.S. 

government has stepped up efforts to 

persuade members of minority communities 

to participate in clinical trials for Covid-19 

vaccines, fearing that their historical 

suspicion of public health authorities will 

limit the number of volunteers. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ford to replace Chief Executive Jim 

Hackett: Ford is replacing Jim Hackett as 

Chief Executive after three years of 

lacklustre share price performance, as the 

carmaker grapples with the development of 

new technologies and economic fallout from 

the coronavirus pandemic. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Disney posts first loss in two decades 

despite lockdown streaming boom: 

Disney has posted its first loss in almost 

two decades after the coronavirus crisis 

created a perfect storm for the 

entertainment giant, in which most of its key 

businesses ground to a near-halt. The 

company said it made a loss of $4.7 billion 

(£3.6 billion) in the three months to the end 

of June as sales slumped by 40% to $11.8 

billion. 

Kodak investigated by SEC over 

announcement of drug-making loan: The 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

is investigating the circumstances around 

Eastman Kodak’s announcement of a $765 

million (£585 million) government loan to 

make drugs at its American factories, the 

Wall Street Journal has reported. 

Gold hits $2,000 an ounce for the first 

time ever: Gold hit $2,000 (£1,530) an 

ounce for the first time following a record-

breaking rally driven by fears over the 

impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the 

global economy. 

Boeing must alter 737 Max to get it back 

in the sky: U.S. regulators have outlined a 

path for Boeing’s beleaguered 737 Max to 

return to the skies, demanding a series of 

key changes to the passenger jet that will 

make it fit for service. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: pawnbroking could prosper in 

the post-Covid world and H&T is looking 

cheap: “Hope for the best but prepare for 

the worst” is a good maxim for pretty much 

all walks of life, but especially investment, 

where protection against losses should 

always come first. The company is Britain’s 

largest pawnbroker and that operation 

represents roughly half of its revenues. The 

rest is represented by the retail operations: 

the sale of new and second-hand jewellery 

from shops and online, personal loans, as 

well as some gold purchasing, foreign 

exchange and cheque cashing services. 
Some investors may fight shy of 

pawnbroking after the misfortunes that 

befell Albemarle & Bond. That one-time 

rival fell into administration in 2014 after 

rapid expansion left it exposed to a falling 

gold price and its last parent company 

suffered the same fate in 2019. Moreover, 

H&T has a much more diversified revenue 

stream and comes at a tempting valuation. 

Based on consensus earnings forecasts the 

shares trade on barely seven times 

earnings, while the £126 million market 

value compares with shareholders’ funds of 

£122 million, so H&T currently comes 

priced at about book, or net asset, value. 
Unlike the mainstream banks, H&T was not 

classified as an essential service during 

lockdown, hence the store closures. In 

response, senior managers took pay cuts 

and withheld last year’s final dividend. An 

increase in loan impairments is also a risk, 

thanks to the difficult economic 

environment, although H&T proactively 

helped customers during lockdown with 

interest holidays and payment deferrals. 
The lowly valuation could offer both 

protection from losses and the potential for 

gains. Questor says: “Hold”. 

Daily Mail 

Investors face worst payouts for 

generation: Coronavirus crisis sparks 

£40 billion dividend black hole: Investors 

face a £40billion dividend black hole this 

year in the worst hit to payouts 'in 

generations' because of the coronavirus 

crisis. Companies will hand back 

£60.5billion to shareholders in 2020, 

according to financial administration firm 

Link Group. 

TikTok, Trump and a VERY unusual 

takeover: How the Chinese social media 

app became the centre of a political 

storm: TikTok has grown into one of the 

world's most popular social networks – with 

more than 2 billion downloads – and 

become a sensation among teenagers. But 

the Chinese-owned service is now at the 

centre of a struggle involving Beijing, 

Washington and London. 

Johnnie Walker maker Diageo nurses a 

bad hangover after lockdown closures 

of bars and other venues hammer its 

sales: Diageo, the maker of Johnnie 

Walker whisky, Guinness and Smirnoff 

vodka, nursed a bad hangover as it 

revealed how badly it has been hit by the 

closure of bars and pubs around the world 

due to the coronavirus pandemic. The 

alcoholic drinks giant said demand for 

booze from households was not enough to 

offset a decline in demand from restaurants 

and bars which closed down during the 

lockdown.   

The Scottish Herald 

Brodies posts rising revenues as virus 

crisis buffets legal services: Brodies, 

Scotland’s largest independent law firm by 

income and headcount, says current activity 

is tracking ahead of projections made in 

March but results for the full year will be 

affected by the coronavirus pandemic. 

Oil firm backed by international 

financiers sees growth potential in North 

Sea: AN oil and gas firm backed by 

Click here to open an account 
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international investors has underlined its 

confidence in the potential of the North Sea 

amid the sharp fall in commodity prices 

triggered by the coronavirus crisis. NEO 

Energy has cemented its position as a 

significant player in the U.K. North Sea after 

acquiring a big portfolio of assets from 

Total. 

Subsea link to Shetland will boost 

economy: SCOTTISH Hydroelectric owner 

SSE has passed a milestone in a project to 

harness the potential to generate 

renewable energy in the Shetland area by 

awarding contracts to build a subsea 

transmission link between the islands and 

the mainland. The energy giant said the 

160-mile high voltage link will support the 

transition to net zero and deliver substantial 

socio-economic and environmental 

benefits. 

People’s Energy to create 100 jobs at 

Selkirk office slated for closure: An 

ethical energy supplier has announced 

plans to create 100 jobs at the former 

Selkirk office of SSE in the Borders, which 

is being closed down by its new owner. 

Drug giants in talks over vaccine 

volumes: DRUG giants Sanofi and 

GlaxoSmithKline are in advanced 

discussions with the European Commission 

for the supply of up to 300 million doses of 

a potential Covid-19 vaccine. 

Cairns joins timber firm Donaldson: 

JAMES Donaldson and Sons, the Fife-

based timber firm, has brought in former 

Aviva big hitter Arelene Cairns as its new 

Chief Financial Officer. 

Scottish restaurant group defies Covid 

threat to launch £50 million investment 

plan: ITALIAN restaurant group Tony 

Macaroni has launched a franchise model 

that it declared could create as many as 

2,000 jobs across the U.K. 

The Scotsman 

Diageo half-year profits almost halve on 

back of pandemic: Scotland’s largest 

whisky producer Diageo has seen its half-

year profits almost halve after it was 

hammered by the closure of pubs and bars 

in the face of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Pizza Express: Scotland stores under 

threat as chain announce plans to close 

67 U.K. stores: Pizza Express has said it 

could close around 67 of its U.K. 

restaurants and cut up to 1,100 jobs, as 

part of a major restructuring plan to shore 

up its finances. The chain said it plans to 

launch a Company Voluntary Arrangement 

(CVA) "in the near future", in a move which 

could lead to the closure of 15% of its 449 

U.K. restaurants. 

Beef supplier AK Stoddart hails £1 

million Japanese deal: The Ayrshire and 

West Lothian-based company said the deal 

will help it reach its target of rapidly growing 

exports, as it looks to grow this activity by 

60% this year.   
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